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Your Problem: Hardware or Software?

One year as a kid I received a special present. I was shocked when I opened it to find a video game I had
been wanting for months. My parent's weren't too keen on us kids having video games at the time so
naturally I felt as though a minor miracle had taken place. I rushed to the computer (running Windows 95
if memory serves) and began installing the game. I waited hours for the install to take place. Finally, after
waiting the better part of the day I fired up the game.
...
...
...
Crash. Nothing.
I tried again. Still no dice.
Having become something of a self-taught adolescent tech support I began doing everything I knew to get
the game to run. I spent hours tweaking every setting I could and nothing worked; the hardware was
simply not up to the task.

Can your hardware run your software?
Men who begin to learn and implement the things they read here and elsewhere in the manosphere are
going through the process of upgrading their software (their mentality, what they believe, how they see
the world, how to interpret signals, what to say in specific situations, etc.) Some men simply need to
patch, others need to uninstall and reinstall a completely new operating system.
Armed with this new software they eagerly begin to use it only to find that it doesn't work quite as well as
they thought. They encounter a fitness test and run AmusedMastery.exe, but they don't come off as
amusing or masterful, so they run the AgreeAnd Amplifying.exe but it backfires and comes off as self
depricating. Kino.exe started working but the system couldn't run it because it had 30-40% BF. Later, he
carefully opens OI.exe before initiating. He gets turned down and the program crashes, he's butthurt and
bluescreens. Finally, he tries to open UnstoppableEmotionalInertia.exe but turns out it was a Trojan
Horse virus that infected his relationship. The only program that seems to run at all is STFU.exe but it
runs choppy and doesn't really do that much but keep the system from catching fire.
What keeps going wrong?
Like young OsmiumZulu's crappy windows machine that couldn't run a basic video game, the hardware
these men are working with isn't up to running their new software effectively. Some run it with some
glitches, others can't even run the programs without completely crashing.
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You have to upgrade your hardware too
There is a reason why lifting is not a suggestion. There is a reason why you need to take time to improve
your style and smell great. Neglecting to upgrade your hardware will greatly inhibit the software from
functioning.
Consider two men: a handsome guy with extremely basic red pill understanding and an ugly guy who has
memorized every red pill sidebar. Who gets the hot girl? We all know the answer because we know that
having the greatest software is useless without hardware to run it effectively.
In my experience Christians, especially us conservatives ones, are especially prone to this issue. Many
Christians would rather learn and discuss theology far more than put it into practice and do something
useful and build the kingdom with it.

Some of us need better software
There are some who come here with well functioning hardware, but are running garbage software.
Because it runs and works, it is tempting to forgo patching things and upgrading obsolete ways of
thinking. The "natural" runs the risk of stagnating and the axiom, "good is the enemy of great" is his bane.
He is in okay shape, has a decent career, gets laid just enough to not really be dissatisfied (but he would
like her to be more enthusiastic) and so on. In general, things come easily to him.
The problem with "naturals" who pick up on things quickly is they rarely become great at anything
because they could skip over the truly mastering the fundamentals. When I played soccer I was faster than
almost all the other kids in the league so I never bothered to learn the footwork. When I learned piano I
could play well from memory so I never truly learned how to read music well. What happened in both
cases? Eventually the other kids caught up to me and the music became complex; my "talent" wore off
and I hit a wall. Worse, going back and relearning the fundamentals became even more challenging
because I had learned poor habits along the way that had to be broken. Had I taken the time to really
master the fundamentals I am positive I would have gotten much further in the end. Nowadays, with such
hindsight, I treat mastering the fundamentals as essentially important when I take it upon myself to learn
something new.

Diagnosing the problem
As you implement what you've learned you will encounter instances of break down where things don't
work as intended. Ask yourself in those instances: is this a software or a hardware issue?
Would Chad Pitt have succeeded where you failed? Probably a hardware issue. Would Chad
have gotten shut down too? Almost definitely a software issue.
Each of us has room to grow in both areas, but especially for those of you just getting started you will get
further faster by focusing your greatest shortcomings holding you back.
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Comments
g_e_m_anscombe • 5 points • 10 October, 2019 06:56 AM

The problem with "naturals" who pick up on things quickly is they rarely become great at anything because
they could skip over the truly mastering the fundamentals.
Story of my life right here. I think that's part of God's crazy logic where the first shall be last and the last shall be
first.
Fin4llyBre4thing • 5 points • 10 October, 2019 01:21 PM*

Thank you for posting this. I need to make hardware improvements a priority NOW. I lift 3x a week but it's
barely maintenance and defintely not a challenge. (It's just my sons 100# weight set and some free weights) I
also thought joining a gym was outside my budget and too far from home. Both were true, but I was not looking
to solve the situation either. My ignorance of how cheap a membership is nowadays was literally fixed yesterday
(I'm use to old school (200+ to join + 40 a month). A friend at work came by and said we have a gym allowance
at work. I had no idea I could join Planet Fitness and this allowance would cover the cost. So I have no excuse
on the cost front. I live about 45 minutes from either of the two locations in WV that are close to me. I can join
and start using the one on my way to work and then when I move soon, I can plan to live closer to church, work,
my kids, AND the gym.
I've not pushed my self these last few years because I thought my situation was hopeless. Time for that to
change.
*edit spelling...
4percent3381 • 2 points • 11 October, 2019 12:56 AM

Careful not to confuse activity with accomplishment.
I got my own squat rack in my house because the local fitness gym didn’t have them, I hear that PF is
lacking too.
SkimTheDross • 2 points • 11 October, 2019 04:30 PM

Home gym here as well with a power rack. Planet Fitness is for exercising, not training.
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